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ABSTRACT
Symboli evaluation is the exe ution of software and
software designs on inputs given as symboli or expli it
onstants along with onstraints on these inputs. EÆient symboli evaluation is now feasible due to re ent
advan es in eÆ ient de ision pro edures and symboli
model he king. Symboli evaluation an be applied to
partially implemented des riptions and provides wider
overage and greater assuran e than testing and traditional simulation alone. Unlike full formal veri ation, symboli evaluation an be used in a partial manner that is more likely to su eed and yield some degree of assuran e. Its main advantage is that it an
be used within a smooth spe trum of analyses ranging from refutation based on expli it-state simulation
to full-blown veri ation.

1 INTRODUCTION
Symboli evaluation is the exe ution of a program (or
even a spe i ation) where some or all of the inputs are
given in symboli form. Symboli evaluation is a basi te hnique in theorem proving and veri ation. For
example, a greatest- ommon divisor (GCD) algorithm
returns a ommon divisor an be veri ed by symbolially evaluating the GCD operation and showing that
any ommon divisor for x and y is also a ommon divisor for y and x y , for x > y > 0.
Symboli evaluation has been espe ially su essful for
hardware designs (for example, (Hardin et al. 1998;
Moore 1998)), but it is also e e tive for the veri ation
of the orre tness of ompilation steps, in ensuring the
safety of byte ode, and for he king that ertain invariants are preserved. There are many other examples of
the use of symboli evaluation. For example, an interval
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analysis of a program an be arried out by symboli ally
omputing the xed points of the intervals that apture
the range of the numeri variables. A simpler form of
su h analysis has been applied to the Ariane-5 laun h
ontrol software sin e the initial deba le. A sorting program an be examined over a bounded size array to see
if the output is indeed a sorted permutation of the input. This is obviously weaker than verifying the sorting
program over arrays of arbitrary size, but perhaps more
eÆ ient at un overing bugs.
Symboli evaluation in ludes testing but has some
added advantages. Most importantly, testing provides
only partial overage and yields very limited on den e
in the orre tness of the design, whereas symboli simulation provides in reased overage sin e a symboli evaluation overs a substantial range of on rete inputs. In
addition, symboli simulation does not require a full
implementation and an be driven o a partial implementation or a high-level spe i ation. It also provides
in reased overage sin e a symboli evaluation overs
a substantial range of on rete inputs. Also, symboli
evaluation an be applied not only in the forward dire tion but also in the ba kward dire tion for omputing
pre onditions from post onditions.
Symboli evaluation is a key omponent of any useful
veri ation system, and has been a standard part of theorem proving sin e the work of Boyer and Moore (Boyer
and Moore 1979). Its main advantage is that it is largely
automati and an be used within a smooth spe trum
of analyses ranging from testing to veri ation. In ontrast, formal veri ation tends to be an all-or-nothing
enterprise that yields few partial results, and is therefore not yet an e onomi ally viable te hnique for routine
use.
Symboli evaluation is very e e tive for essentially
nite-state programs. For example, symboli traje tory
evaluation arries out symboli simulation of hardware
in a ternary domain of truth values with an unknown
element. Model he king is a well-established te hnique
for formal veri ation of rea tive systems su h as hard-
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ware ir uits and ommuni ation proto ols. Systems
are modeled as state ma hines and the spe i ation is
expressed in temporal logi . The rea hable state spa e
of a simple proto ol, resour e ontrol algorithm, or
hardware an be fully explored in symboli terms, using
a symboli model he ker (Bur h et al. 1992; M Millan 1993b). Model he king te hniques for rea hability
an also be used for some in nite state systems su h as
those with timers (Alur et al. 1993), hybrid ombinations of dis rete and ontinuous behavior (Alur et al.
1995), and data stru tures su h as queues (Godefroid
and Long 1996) and sta ks (Abdulla et al. 1999). Abstra tion an be used to redu e the symboli evaluation
of in nite-state systems to nite-state systems through
the use of abstra t interpretation (Clarke et al. 1994;
Loiseaux et al. 1995; Sadi and Graf 1997; Sadi and
Shankar 1999).
Bounded model he king (BMC) an be viewed as a
restri ted form of symboli simulation in that the sear h
for falsifying tra es is restri ted to tra es of some given
length (Clarke et al. 2001). The BMC problem an eÆiently be redu ed to a propositional satis ability problem, and o -the-shelf propositional satis ability (SAT)
he kers are used to onstru t ounterexamples from
satisfying assignments. In this way, BMC extends ideas
for using SAT he kers to generate plans (as witnesses
of eventually rea hing some goal) (Kautz and Selman
1992). Experien e demonstrates that BMC an be effe tive for falsi ation in ases where there exist short
falsifying tra es (Clarke et al. 2001; Copty et al. 2001).
In dedu tive veri ation, the invarian e rule for establishing invarian e properties requires a 1-step symboli simulation for establishing that a given safety
property (one true of all rea hable states) is indeed
preserved on all transitions (Manna and Pnueli 1995).
Appli ation of the invarian e rule usually requires reativity in oming up with a suÆ iently strong indu tive invariant. It is also nontrivial to dete t bugs from
failed indu tion proofs. Re ent generalizations based
on k -step symboli simulation try to over ome these
limitations (de Moura et al. 2002).
This on ludes our brief, and ne essarily in omplete,
overview of the lands ape of formal veri ation te hniques based on symboli simulation. These methods
range from refutation and simulation-based methods to
full-blown veri ation.
In the rest of this paper we explore these validation
te hniques and their relative merits in some more detail. As our running example, we formally model a
priority- eiling real-time s heduler and formally establish that ertain deadlines are always met. For these
experiments, we use SRI's SAL veri ation toolbox,
whi h in ludes a powerful modeling language for spe ifying omputational systems in a modular way. The
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Figure 1: SAL Toolbus
SAL framework also integrates a number of validation
and veri ation tools su h as a sli er, an expli it-state
simulator, a BDD-based, symboli model he ker, a
bounded model he ker for in nite-state systems based
on a ombination of propositional SAT solving and onstraint solving, and an indu tion engine that ombines
refutation based on BMC with veri ation based on k indu tion.

2 SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS LABORATORY
We have already seen a atalog of symboli analysis
te hniques. The idea of symboli analysis is to allow
these te hniques to oexist so that the analysis of a
transition system an be arried out by su essive appli ations of a ombination of these te hniques. SAL
is su h a framework for ombining di erent tools for
abstra tion, program analysis, theorem proving, and
model he king toward the al ulation of properties
(symboli analysis) of on urrent systems expressed as
transition systems (Bensalem et al. 2000). SAL provides a bla kboard ar hite ture for symboli analysis
where a olle tion of tools intera t through a ommon
intermediate language for transition systems. The individual analyzers (theorem provers, model he kers,
stati analyzers) are driven from this language, and the
analysis results fed ba k to this intermediate level. This
language also serves as the target for translators that extra t the transition system des ription for popular programming languages su h as Esterel, Java, and Stateow (see Figure 1). An earlier overview of SAL an be
found in (Bensalem et al. 2000), the SAL language is
do umented in (Dill et al. 2001), and the rationale behind symboli analysis is explained in (Shankar 2000).
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The SAL tools are available free of harge for non ommer ial use at <sal. sl.sri. om> .
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A key part of the SAL framework is a language for des ribing transition systems. A variety of languages su h
as UNITY (Chandy and Misra 1988), SMV (M Millan 1993a), and Rea tive Modules (Alur and Henzinger
1996) have been proposed in the literature, whi h are
suitable for spe ifying transition systems. SAL has a lot
in ommon with these languages, but it is also unique in
that it in ludes a ri h set of ombinators for spe ifying
large systems in a modular way.
A module is a self- ontained spe i ation of a transition system in SAL. Su h a transition system module
onsists of a state type, an initialization ondition on
this state type, and a binary transition relation of a spei form on the state type, and invariant de nitions.
The state type is de ned by four pairwise disjoint sets
of input , output , global , and lo al variables. The input and global variables are the observed variables of a
module and the output, global, and lo al variables are
the ontrolled variables of the module. Usually, several modules are olle ted in a ontext. Contexts also
in lude type and onstant de larations.
The s heduler module below, for example, re eives
a ommand as input and, depending on the values of
the lo al variables, it de ides on the next value of the
output variable turn.

J3

s heduler: MODULE =
BEGIN
LOCAL lo k : Clo kRange
LOCAL dispat h : ARRAY JobIdx OF Clo kRange
LOCAL job_state : JobState
OUTPUT turn : Turn
LOCAL rsr : RSRC
INPUT
md : Command
INITIALIZATION

Job State

1

:::

TRANSITION
:::

END

The de nition of datatypes su h as Clo kRange and
Command, the initial settings of variables, and transi-

tions in terms of guarded ommands are omitted here
(for a more detailed des ription, see Figure 3).
Parametri modules allow the use of logi al (stateindependent) and type parameterization in the de nition of modules. Most importantly, modules in SAL an
be ombined both syn hronously and asyn hronously.

The SAL language has been developed in ollaboration with
Stanford, Berkeley, Verimag, and SRI International.

PCP
J2
RSRC

J1
command
turn

Figure 2: PCP Ar hite ture
In the syn hronous form of omposition, modules rea t to inputs in zero time, as with ombinational iruitry in hardware. Absen e of ausal loops in synhronous systems is ensured by generating proof obligations, rather than by more restri tive synta ti methods
as in other languages. Asyn hronously omposed modules that are driven by independent lo ks are modeled by means of interleaving the atomi transitions
of the individual modules. SAL allows for mixtures
of syn hronous and asyn hronous module omposition.
For example, it is natural to model a s heduler synhronously (||) omposed with a set of jobs running
asyn hronously [℄ as depi ted in Figure 2.

2.2 THE SAL VALIDATION TOOLBUS
The ore of the SAL validation tools is a s riptable state
spa e exploration toolkit for traversing state spa es asso iated with SAL spe i ations. Using the API of this
toolkit, model he kers, simulators, stati debuggers,
symboli simulators, and other state explorations an
be en oded as S heme s ripts. For eÆ ien y, these extensions are then ompiled and linked with the SAL
kernel.
SAL validation tools are not ne essarily required to
support the omplete SAL language, as there is a staged
translation of SAL into simpler fragments by sour e to
sour e transformations (see Figure 1). These transformations in lude expression simpli ation, Skolemization of universally quanti ed expressions, and the
expansion of module ombinators. Finite-state SAL
spe i ations, for example, are ompiled into a Boolean
transition system ( ir uit, net list) by onverting state
variables into bitve tors and abstra tly interpreting operators in terms of bitve tor expressions. The sele tion
of veri ation tools below is a snapshot of the urrently
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available ones, but new veri ation tools an be added
to the SAL toolbus due to its open-ended nature.

SAL-ESMC. Given a SAL module and a linear temporal logi (LTL) formula, the SAL expli it-state model
he ker translates the LTL formula into a SAL module for representing the asso iated Bu hi automaton,
whi h is then used as a syn hronous oberserver for the
system under onsideration. Now, the given state spa e
is explored for violations of the spe i ed temporal logi
formula, and a ounterexample in the form of an exeution path leading to su h a violation, is onstru ted.
In this way, ESMC an be seen as a standard simulator, but for the ri hness of the SAL language, whi h
in ludes primed variables in the guard of transitions,
simulation requires online s heduling. SAL-ESMC uses
many of the optimizations for expli it-state simulators
su h as supertra e redu tion (Holzmann 1998). Other
popular te hniques for dealing with the state explosion
problem are partial order and symmetry redu tion.
SAL-ESMC is in parti ularly useful in the initial
steps of developing a model, sin e it dete ts many errors
qui kly. SAL-ESMC is rarely used for full veri ation,
however, sin e even on nite-state systems, an enumerative he k is unlikely to su eed be ause the size of the
sear hable state spa e an be exponential in the size of
the program state. Still, enumerative model he king is
an e e tive debugging or refutation te hnique that an
often dete t and display simple ounterexamples when
a property fails.
SAL-SMC. Given a SAL module of nite state spa e

and an LTL formula, the SAL symboli model he ker
de ides whether the orresponding transition system indeed satis es the formula. In the tradition of the SMV
model he ker, the nite transition relation is en oded
using binary de ision diagrams (BDDs), and symboli
simulation is realized by xpoint omputations on the
BDD representations. SAL-SMC supports both forward and ba kward simulation.
Symboli model he kers using BDD representations
an sometimes pro ess state spa es with more than
101000 states. The problem, however, is that the size
of the BDD representations may also explode during
xpoint omputation. In some ases, symboli model
he king may fail to verify a small problem (say, with
107 states) be ause there is no ompa t BDD representation for the underlying transition relation. Therefore,
SAL-SMC is usually used for verifying simpli ed and
heavily abstra ted models.

SAL-BMC. The use of Boolean satis ability (SAT)

solvers for verifying temporal logi properties has been
explored through a te hnique known as bounded model

he king (BMC) (Clarke et al. 2001). As with symboli model he king, the state is en oded in terms of
booleans. The program is unrolled a bounded number of steps for some bound k , and an LTL property
is he ked for ounterexamples over omputations of
length k . Thus, a BMC problem orresponds to enoding all bounded simulation problems as a Boolean
satis ability problem. For example, to he k whether a
program with initial state I and next-state relation T
violates the invariant ' in the rst k steps, one he ks,
using a propositional SAT solver:
I (s0 ) ^
T (s0 ; s1 ) ^ T (s1; s2 ) ^ : : : ^ T (sk 1 ; sk ) ^
(:'(s0 ) _ : : : _ :'(sk )) .
This formula is satis able if and only if there exists a
path of length at most k from the initial state s0 , whi h
violates the invariant '. This BMC methodology has
been extended to BMC for in nite-state systems by
translating the problem to a propositional onstraint
satis ation problem (de Moura et al. 2002; de Moura
and Rue 2002). The onstraints involved might be linear arithmeti onstraints, equalities over uninterpreted
fun tion symbols, array and bitve tor onstraints, or
any ombination thereof. Given a SAL spe i ation
with data types su h as integers and arrays, an LTL
formula with onstraints on these datatypes, and an
upper bound k , SAL-BMC de ides whether there is a
ounterexample of length up to k to the hypotheses that
a (possibly in nite) transition system satis es its temporal spe i ation. The orresponding onstraint satisfa tion problems are solved using the ICS de ision proedures (Filli^atre et al. 2001). In this way, SAL-BMC is
appli able for in nite-state veri ation problems, and it
has been applied for ontinuous-time systems and speial ases of hybrid systems (Sorea 2002).
It has been demonstrated that BMC an be more effe tive in falsifying hypotheses than traditional model
he king (Clarke et al. 2001; Copty et al. 2001).
Bounded model he king is therefore often used for refutation, where one systemati ally sear hes for ounterexamples whose length is bounded by some integer k . The
bound k is in reased until a bug is found, or some preomputed ompleteness threshold or diameter (namely,
the longest of all the shortest path to any rea hable
state) is rea hed. Unfortunately, the omputation of
ompleteness thresholds is usually prohibitively expensive and these thresholds may be too large to e e tively
explore the asso iated bounded sear h spa e. In addition, su h ompleteness thresholds do not even exist for
many in nite-state systems.

SAL-IND. The SAL indu tion tool ombines refutation based on bounded model he king te hniques with
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veri ation based on a generalized indu tion rule, alled

k-indu tion (de Moura et al. 2003). This rule rst re-

quires demonstrating the invarian e of a safety property
in the rst k states of any exe ution. Consequently, error tra es of length k are dete ted. This indu tion rule
also generalizes the usual invarian e rule in that it requires showing that if the property under onsideration
holds in every state of every exe ution of length k , then
every su essor state also satis es '. As in BMC, the
bound k is in reased until either a violation is dete ted
in the rst k states of an exe ution or the property at
hand is shown to be k -indu tive. In the ideal ase of
attempting to prove orre tness of an indu tive property (that is, a property preserved on all transitions),
1-indu tion suÆ es and iteration up to a, possibly large,
omplete threshold, as in BMC, is avoided. Although
k-indu tion is omplete for nite systems, in pra ti e,
it usually works only for small values of k < 20.
Whenever k -indu tion fails to prove a property, there
is a ounterexample of length k + 1 su h that the rst
k states satisfy ' and the last state does not satisfy
'. If the rst state of this tra e is rea hable, then
' is refuted. Otherwise, the ounterexample is labeled spurious. By assuming the rst state of this
tra e to be unrea hable, a spurious ounterexample
is used automati ally to obtain a strengthened invariant. Many in nite-state systems an only be proven
with k -indu tion enri hed with invariant strengthening,
whereas for nite systems and many ontinuous-time
systems the use of strengthening is an optimization in
that it de reases the minimal k for whi h a k -indu tion
proof su eeds (de Moura et al. 2003).

3 MODELING THE PRIORITY-CEILING
PROTOCOL
We report on our work and experien e in modeling
and validating Dutertre's version (Dutertre 2000) of the
priority- eiling proto ol (PCP) using SAL. The PCP
proto ol is parti ularly interesting, sin e s heduling is
a riti al omponent of real-time system that are being
used in safety- riti al appli ations su h as Integrated
Modular Avioni s (IMA), and many real-world s hedulers su h as Honeywell's DEOS are based on simpler,
but supposedly better understood, versions of PCP
su h as the highest lo ker proto ol. In su h a ontext,
one must obtain strong guarantees of orre tness, and
rigorous development and veri ation methods are required.
Real-time s heduling involves the allo ation of resour es and time intervals to tasks in su h a way that
ertain timeliness performan e requirements are met.
A s heduling problem is given in terms of a set of periodi tasks with given period length, priority, and budget,

and a orresponding real-time s heduler needs to ensure
that every task onsumes its budget of pro essing time
on a shared pro essor in ea h of its periods. A ess to
other shared resour es su h as ommon I/O hannels is
ontrolled by semaphores for ensuring mutual ex lusive
a ess to ea h of these resour es. When syn hronization primitives, su h as semaphores, are used, there is a
problem alled priority inversion whi h auses low priority jobs to prevent higher priority jobs from running.
For instan e, a job j an be blo ked when trying to lo k
a semaphore S if a job k of lower priority has lo ked S
before j was dispat hed. As a result, a job j of top
priority an be unable to exe ute and a job k of lower
priority than j an be ome a tive. This phenomenon
may blo k j for long periods of time, sin e other jobs,
with priority greater than k , may prevent k to exe ute
and onsequently to unlo k S . So, the high-priority
job j an then be delayed by the low-priority job k
that lo ks S but also by any job of intermediate priority that might preempt k . Sin e high-priority jobs are
usually the most urgent and may have tight deadlines,
su h unrestri ted priority inversion an be disastrous.
In the Priority Ceiling Proto ol, the following approa h
is used: ea h semaphore S is assigned a xed eiling
whi h is equal to the highest priority among the jobs
that need a ess to S , and a job j exe uting lo k (S ) is
granted a ess to S if the priority of j is stri tly higher
that the eiling of any semaphore lo ked by a job other
than j . Otherwise, j be omes blo ked and S is not
allo ated to j .
The s heduler and ea h of the jobs are represented
as SAL modules. Ea h a tive job nondeterministi ally
hooses to either lo k or unlo k a semaphore or to perform some lo al step omputation (Figure 2). Thus,
the a tions of a job an be modeled using the abstra t
data type Command below.
Command: TYPE = DATATYPE
md_lo k(arg: Semaphore),
md_unlo k(arg: Semaphore),
md_unlo k_all,
md_step
END

2

Given the identi er of the urrently a tive pro ess, the
urrent on guration RSRC of the semaphores, and the
lo k value, the PCP s heduler pi ks an exe utable job
of highest pre eden e whi h is not blo ked, and ontrols
job sele tion through the turn variable. The skeleton
of the SAL module for spe ifying this s heduler an be
found in Figure 3. This module has lo al variables for
a dis rete lo k (with a suÆ iently large upper bound
depending on the job on guration), the urrent dispat h times, and the urrent job states. At ea h lo k
ti k, it re eives a ommand from the urrently a tive
job and updates the resour es rsr depending on this
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s heduler: MODULE =
BEGIN
LOCAL lo k : Clo kRange
LOCAL dispat h : ARRAY JobIdx OF Clo kRange
LOCAL job_state : JobState
OUTPUT turn : Turn
LOCAL rsr : RSRC
INPUT
md : Command
INITIALIZATION
lo k = 0;
dispat h = [[j : JobIdx℄ 0℄;
job_state = [[j : JobIdx℄ 0℄;
rsr = rsr Ctx!initial_rsr ;
turn = idle_turn
TRANSITION
lo k' = adjust( lo k + 1);
job_state' =
[[j : JobIdx℄
IF sleeping?(j, job_state) AND
dispat h[j℄ = lo k
THEN 1
ELSIF turn?(turn, j) THEN
IF end_of_budget?(j, job_state) THEN 0
ELSE job_state[j℄ + 1 ENDIF
ELSE job_state[j℄ ENDIF ℄;
dispat h' = : : :
rsr ' = : : :
[

END

([℄(j : JobIdx ):
eligible?(j, rsr , job_state')
--> turn' = job_turn(j))
[℄
ELSE --> turn' = idle_turn
℄

Figure 3: PCP S heduler in SAL
ommand. Furthermore, the lo k is in remented, and
the state of ea h job is updated. Now, an eligible job j
is sele ted to be a tive, depending on the old value of
the resour es and the new (!) state of the jobs. The [j:
JobIdx℄ onstru t in this spe i ation denotes simultaneous array updates, and [℄ denotes asyn hronous
omposition.
The use of parametri transition systems in SAL allow us to investigate di erent task sets by simply instantiating the s heduler model without hanging spe i ations. In parti ular, the PCP model is parameterized with respe t to the number of tasks, the number of
semaphores, and the spe i s for ea h task. In this way,
the PCP model an be reused for di erent s heduling
problems by means of simple instantiation of parameters.

Although time is progressing inde nitely, the resulting system, for a given on guration, is essentially
nite-state. Indeed, for the assumed periodi ity of proesses it suÆ es to onsider time only up to the least
ommon multiple of the task periods. Thus, we an
restri t ourselves to the SAL validation tools for nitestate systems.

4 VALIDATING TIME PARTITIONING
Time-partitioning is a ru ial property for hard realtime s hedulers, parti ularly those in whi h appli ation
of di erent riti alities run on the same pro essor. In a
time-partitioned operating system, the s heduler is responsible for ensuring that the a tions of one job an
not a e t other jobs guaranteed a ess to CPU exe ution time. We say that a deadline has been missed for
job j if the lo k is at a period boundary for job j but
the job j has not been put into sleeping mode. The
orresponding theorem deadline missed, expressed in
LTL, formalizes that this ondition is never been violated.
dl_missed?(
dispat h : ARRAY JobIdx OF Clo kRange,
job_state : JobState,
lo k : Clo kRange): BOOLEAN
=
(EXISTS (j : JobIdx) :
dispat h[j℄ = lo k AND
NOT sleeping?(j, job_state));
deadline_missed : THEOREM
system |G(NOT(dl_missed?(dispat h, job_state,

4

lo k)));

Similarly important, at ea h lo k ti k, there should be
at least one job ready to exe ute.
deadlo k?(job_state:JobState,t:Turn):BOOLEAN = 5
idle_turn?(t) AND
(EXISTS (j: JobIdx) :
ready_to_exe ute?(j, job_state));
deadlo k_free : THEOREM
system |- G(NOT deadlo k?(job_state, turn));

We prove these properties for the three s heduling ongurations in Figure 4 using various SAL veri ation
tools.

Con guration 1 has three jobs with the given

priorities, periods, budgets, and semaphores as given
in Figure 4. This on guration leads to a s heduling
problem with 209; 737; 024 rea hable states. This number is learly beyond the apabilities of expli it-state
model he king, but the deadlo k property is easily
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Con guration 1.
job
1
2
3

priority
100
50
25

SAL-SMC
period
8
12
20

budget
3
4
5

semaphores
f1; 3g
f1; 2g
f1; 2; 3g

period
28
16
16

budget
4
4
4

semaphores
f1; 3g
f1; 2g
f1; 2; 3g

period
10
16
8
12
20

budget
3
4
7
6
5

semaphores
f1g
f2g
f1; 3g
f1; 2g
f1; 2; 3g

Con guration 2.
job
1
2
3

priority
100
50
25

Con guration 3.
job
1
2
3
4
5

priority
100
75
50
50
25

Figure 4: Con gurations
proved with symboli model he king (both forward
and ba kward rea hability) and indu tion of depth
k = 1.
SAL-SMC
SAL-IND

(forward) 76:21 se s
(ba kward) 4:24 se s
(k = 1) 6:4 se s

For this property, a proof using SAL-BMC without
indu tion is mu h harder than with SAL-IND, sin e
the diameter of the system to be explored is 194. For
the indu tiveness of the property under onsideration, however, exploration of depth 1 suÆ es. The
timeliness property does not hold for on guration 1,
and ounterexamples of length 16 are easily generated
using forward symboli model he king and bounded
model he king.
SAL-SMC
SAL-IND

(forward) 7:64 se s
(ba kward) timeout
7:7 se s

Con guration 2 only generates 4; 992 rea hable

states and the diameter is 112. Again, it is straightforward to establish deadlo k-freeness using either model
he king or indu tion.

SAL-IND

(forward) 9; 46 se s
(ba kward) 8:24 se s
(k = 1) 4:15 se s

Symboli model he king using forward traversal proves
the timeliness property. Both ba kward simulation and
indu tion fail, but at least, bounded model he king
establishes the property up to the diameter.
SAL-SMC
SAL-BMC

(forward) 9:68 se s
(ba kward) timeout
(upto k = 112) 24:83 se s

In general, however, the diameter of a system is diÆ ult
to ompute, and therefore it is un lear when to stop inreasing the bound k in BMC. k -indu tion fails for this
problem, sin e it has to be iterated up to the re urren e
diameter (the length of the longest a y li path), whi h
usually is mu h larger than the diameter. In ontrast,
SAL-ESMC proves this property almost immediately.

Con guration 3 generates a rather huge problem
spa e with 329; 924; 301; 744 rea hable states and the
diameter of the system is 437. Again, all symboli
methods establish deadlo k-freeness, but this time
symboli forward traversal is less eÆ ient than both
the other methods.

(forward) 7055:6 se s
(ba kward) 16:54 se s
SAL-IND (k = 1) 8:49 se s
Time-partitioning fails for this on guration, and both
forward symboli model he king and k indu tion
produ e a ounterexample of length 8.
SAL-SMC

SAL-SMC
SAL-IND

(forward) 17:32 se s
(ba kward) timeout
11:38 se s

Altogether, the best hoi e of veri ation te hnique
usually depends on the hara teristi s of the problem at
hand, and ea h veri ation te hnique has its parti ular
weaknesses and strengths. However, they are omplementary in that when one is weak the other is strong.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Highly eÆ ient symboli evaluation te hnology an be
used to apply the whole spe trum of analysis of programs and spe i ations from testing and debugging to
veri ation. We believe that the relevant te hnology
onsisting of de ision pro edures and onstraint propagation has progressed to a point where it an be employed eÆ iently for symboli evaluation. A major advantage of symboli simulation is that it s ales smoothly
from expli it-state exploration to indu tive veri ation.

Rue and de Moura

Symboli simulation in k -indu tion proofs, as developed
in the SAL framework, for example, ombines refutation and veri ation-based methods in a natural and
useful way.
We have des ribed a graded sequen e of integrated
formal analysis te hnologies in SAL, based on symboli
simulation, and demonstrated their e e tiveness. In
the early life y le of a model, testing, debugging, and
expli it-state exploration seem to be parti ularly e e tive for validation, whereas more heavy-weight veri ation tools are applied at later life y les.
Compared to testing, symboli simulation provides
in reased overage and is appli able to partial models
and high-level designs. On the other hand, symboli
simulation is often restri ted too rather shallow exploration of state spa es ompared to, say, random simulation. Combinations of expli it with symboli -state
exploration should make it possible to not only drastially in rease overage of expli it-state simulation but
also to use lo alized symboli simulation to drive simulations to territory in the state spa e that would otherwise remain unexplored. Mu h more intri ate ombinations seem to be possible. For example, the state
spa e is divided into expli itly and symboli ally represented set of sets, and simulation onsists of a hybrid of
expli it sear h and onstraint solving. Symboli simulation an also be used to generate \ heap" invariants,
whi h themselves are used to restri t the sear h spa e
for expli it exploration.
There is mu h more to a omputational system than
merely orre tness, sin e it should also provide ertain quality of servi e. In the priority- eiling proto ol,
for example, an upper bound on the maximum time a
pro ess is blo ked should be established. In some initial experiments, we developed SAL s ripts based on
expli it-state model he king for omputing su h maximum blo king time, but many more te hniques from
traditional simulation, in parti ular probabilisti methods, need to be in orporated.
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